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The length of medical education varies per country.

ClinicalKey® Student

ClinicalKey®
The Future of Medical Excellence

Foundation capabilities
- World-leading textbooks.
- High resolution images/videos.
- Disease summary pages.
- Interactive learning tools.

Assessment capabilities
- 4200+ basic science and clinical medicine questions.
- Analytics for data-driven decisions.
- Supportive feedback to improve students’ achievements.
Foundation capabilities
Access to most complete and trusted medical content

- 200+ acclaimed textbooks covering 50 medical specialties, including Gray’s Anatomy for Students and Medical Physiology.
- 1,500+ quick access summaries of common diseases and topics.
- Access to 85,000 high resolution images, unlocked and discoverable for visual learning.
- Copyright cleared images.
- Access to 850+ videos ranging from practical demonstrations of anatomical dissections to instructional clinical examination examples.
Turning information into knowledge

- **Personalized** Bookshelf.
- **Flashcard** tool.
- **Note-taking** (with OneNote integration) and highlighting.
- Share notes and learning with students around the globe.
- Save Faculty and student time: **Presentation maker** tool.
- Enhance lectures using **copyright cleared** images.
- **Study anywhere, anytime** using the App (online & offline)
- **Text to Speech** to learn on the go.
Assessment capabilities
Give faculty time back for teaching/research/practice

- Faculty can identify struggling students earlier, by setting assignments.
- Access to 4200+ questions (1,800 in basic science and in 2,400 clinical medicine).
- Every question comes with in-line remediation.
- Written and vetted by an Editorial Board.
- Instant access to data-driven insights to proactively pinpoint specific areas where students are weak.
- Provide instant and targeted remediation.
Improve learning outcomes of students

- Students can **self-assess** at their own pace.
- Get **personal feedback**, benchmark themselves with their peers.
- **Customise** their tests to focus on their **weaknesses**.
- Weak topics matched to **additional learning** resources (links to Foundation capabilities).
Thank you

The Student Journey:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgFFlhf-ljQ – 1min 59s
The Professor Journey: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAHklq5Gxgs – 2min 13s